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Abstract. The paper presents synthesis process of a
hardware implemented reconfigurable logic controller
from a ladder diagram according to IEC61131-3 requirements. It is focused on the originally developed
a high-performance LD processing method. It is able to
process a set of diagrams restricted to logic operations
in a single clock cycle independently from the number
of processed rungs. The paper considers the compilation of the ladder diagram into an intermediate form
suitable for logic synthesis process according to developed processing method. The enhanced data flow graph
(EDFG) has been developed for the intermediate representation of an LD program. The original construction
of the EDFG with attributed edges has been described.
It allows for efficient representation and processing of
logic and arithmetic formulas. The set of compilation
algorithms that allow to preserve serial analysis order
and to obtain massively parallel processing unit are presented. The overview of a hardware mapping concludes
the presented considerations.

The general concept of a PLC is based on the microprogrammable circuits. It consists of two inseparable
parts that are a hardware platform and software. The
Hardware platform is able to execute given set of logic
and arithmetic instructions. A control algorithm is created in the form of instructions sequence [1], [2], [8].
In contrast to software centric solutions, hardware
offers intrinsic parallel execution of the tasks. It radically reduces the response time and offers better performance than software solutions. The implementation of
the control algorithm with the use of reprogrammable
and reconfigurable logic has been proposed by different research groups [3], [4], [5], [9], [11], [13], [15], [16],
[19]. There have been proposed a custom FPGA architecture for direct mapping of the LD logic [17]. The
significant limitation in wide use of reprogrammable
digital circuits is a high design complexity of the implementation processes (in comparison to the instruction
based standard approach).

A set of tools for creating a reconfigurable controller
and its direct programming with well defined and commonly used ladder diagram has been developed. PreKeywords
sented work concentrates on transforming of control
algorithm designed with the use of the ladder diagram
DFG, FPGA, high-level synthesis, IEC61131-3, into a form suitable for the entire process of hardware
LD, logic synthesis, PLC, reconfigurable hard- implementation incorporating: optimization, scheduling and hardware mapping. There has been considware.
ered details of the LD program execution according to
IEC61131-3 requirements.
An intermediate form of the control program has
been developed according to considered standard requirements. Algorithms, presented in this paper, are
The Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) have been a part of the developed concept of reconfigurable logic
used since 1970s and first they were applied to relay controllers families and toolset for their programming
control systems. Within years of fast development of according to the IEC61131-3 reference manual.
electronic technology, the requirements given to PLC
become higher all the time (operating speed, handling
of analog objects, the increasing reliability, etc.). Today, the areas of PLC applications include small complexity processes as well as large manufacturing lines.

1.

Introduction
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2.

The LD Execution Model

where i is the rung index. Equation (1) defines the
ordered sequence of processing according to the index
The LD network is widely used method for describing i. This feature has been utilized in implementations
control algorithms [1]. This method has been inherited proposed by [9], [10], [16].
from relay control systems. Contacts and coils repreAn exemplary LD network and its implementation
sent logic dependencies between signals and function have been presented in the figure (Fig. 2). In this
blocks. According to IEC61131-3 requirements a net- model each rung is processed in individual cycle. The
work is analyzed in a row based fashion that evaluates controller response time is proportional to the numpower flow through components rung by rung. In con- ber of rungs in a program. In comparison to the protrast to the electrical schematic diagram the power flow grammatic approach, this model reduces a computais unidirectional. The power is transmitted from the tion time of logic functions. It can be noticed that
left rail to the right. There are implied limitations that calculations of some variables can be processed in parprohibit of reverse power flow in ladder schematic [8]. allel. Distributing calculation process for each rung (q
Sequential analysis of schematic produces an ordered variable) introduces redundant cycles. In considered
sequence of instructions for a PLC (Fig. 1). A switch diagram (Fig. 2) variables q1 and q3 do not depend on
is transformed into a logic AN D operation. This oper- other q variables. The q1 variable and the q3 can be
ation is performed between current result coming from evaluated in the first cycle (t1 ).
the predeceasing node and a signal that controls the
switch. A junction merges power flow coming from
several rungs. In some cases, there is a need for creating variables that enables storage of partial results for
nested operations.

Fig. 1: The ladder diagram and its equivalent instruction sequence.
Fig. 2: The LD network (A) and its equivalent (B).

The LD network processing speed can be increased
by parallel execution of the logic operation in programmable hardware. Transforming logic dependencies into combinatorial logic allows increasing performance several orders of magnitude. It is required to
develop a universal method suitable for representing
not only LD programs, but other programming methods specified by IEC61131. This method should be able
to synthesize logic operation, but also other operations
performed by PLCs (e.g. timers, counters, arithmetic
operations).

2.1.

Existing Synthesis Models for
LD

In order to reduce the number of calculation cycles
dependencies between qi variables have to be determined. In the paper [6] authors introduced an idea of
using dependencies and simultaneities graphs for creating a sequential functional chart (SFC) from given LD.
This idea has been employed in [3] for creating optimized hardware description. Similar idea has been employed in [15] for control algorithm partitioning. During the analysis of the LD, a dependencies graph is
created. This is a directed graph that consists of nodes
representing all qi variables. The node vi (representing
variable qi ) is connected by directed edge with node vj
only if function fi depends on variable qj and i > j:

(vj , vi ) ↔ fi (qi ) 6= const.
(2)
An LD diagram is described by two sets of Boolean
variables I and Q. The set I consists of variables assoThe number of elementary cycles based on depenciated with inputs while the set Q consists of variables
dencies analysis is equal to:
associated with outputs and internal markers. The
logic functions are defined by rungs and create an ordered sequence of Boolean expressions:
T = pmax + 1,
(3)
qi = fi (I, Q), i = 1...r,

where pmax is the longest path in the dependencies
(1) graph.
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2.2.

The LD High-Performance
Synthesis Model

3.

Presented dependency analysis of the ladder diagram
is directly derived from sequential execution model.
There are considered rungs as independent units delivering variables value. The early approaches consider
each rung to be dependant of predeceasing rungs. The
execution is performed in serial fashion a rung by a
cycle. Applying rung dependencies analysis allows to
determine the calculation dependencies in the form of
the graph which is used for improved rungs scheduling.

Intermediate
Representation with the
Use of Data Flow Graphs

It is required to develop appropriate representation for
an intermediate form of control algorithm that is suitable for high-level synthesis process. The intermediate form should be able to represent logic and arithmetic operations performed by PLCs maintaining operation sequence and reviling its dependencies. Commonly used form of intermediate representations for
logic synthesis and compilers are data flow graphs [7].
The LD can be considered as a sequence of operaA node of the graph represents elementary operation
tions. Let assume that variables associated with inputs
while directed edges indicate processing flow between
are updated before the start of the calculation process
nodes.
and remain constant during it. Let introduce the set
of variables D that are assigned with a value of processed expressions. Value of the variable di is assigned
The EDFG Concept
to variable qi at the end of calculation cycle (qi = di ). 3.1.
This approach allows to distinguish between two values
that are calculated in the present cycle (di ) and in the For the purpose of recording PLC programs, the auprevious cycle (qi ). Equation (1) for mth rung can be thor has developed a form of enhanced data flow graph
(EDFG). This has been inspired by concept of atrewritten in following form:
tributed edges used in BDD introduced by Minato [14].
In a similar way the EDFG handle unary operations
dm = fm (I, d0 , ..., dm−1 , qm , ..., qn ),
(4) like logic inversion and arithmetic complement. The
other implemented extension is a multiple argument
node for commutative operations. Presented modifications allow for efficient creating of data flow graph and
reduces algorithmic complexity.
qm = dm .
(5)
The Extended Data Flow Graph is given by G =
hV, Ei where V is a set of nodes representing elemenUsing proposed substitution of q variables allows to tary operations and E is a set of directed edges with
propagate calculation results through all functions by- attributes. The directed edge e ∈ E is described by
passing registers (Fig. 3). The current value of control triple e = hvS , vD , ai where vS is a predeceasing node
process is updated by single clock pulse after calcu- and vD is a successor node of the directed edge. The a
lating all di values. In presented form the calculation is an attribute of the selected from the set A of allowed
process is fully parallel and completes in a single cycle attributes.
that transfers values from d to respective q variables.

Fig. 4: Comparison of the general DFG (1) with EDFG (2).

Fig. 3: The LD network (A) and its hardware equivalent obtained with proposed synthesis method (B).

An equivalent DFG to the Boolean formula y =
a · b̄ · c + d · ē is presented in the figure (Fig. 4). There
have been considered two cases: a standard approach
DFG (1) and with the use of the EDFG (2). The DFG
(1) implements logic inversion by separate NOT nodes.
Introducing attributed edges with logic inversion eliminates a NOT node EDFG (2). The attributed edge
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not only reduces the number of nodes in the diagram,
but also allow to simplify logic operation handling.
Figure 5 shows the graph transformations for logic
nodes. One of the common operation after compilation
process is operation merge. Using EDFG simplifies the
algorithms of node merging. Predeceasing node can be
merged if it is connected with simple edge and both
nodes implement the same logic operation. (shown in
Fig. 5.1.). The reference node is marked with gray
color. The operation is performed by modifying graph
edges. There is exchanged vD that equals v1 to v2 . The
merge rule can be extended with the use of de Morgan’s laws. In the case (Fig. 5.2.) the predeceasing
node is connected with inverted edge and implements
opposite logic function (AND↔OR) to the reference
node. The operation is performed by exchanging the
vD that equals v2 to v4 and the edge attribute is inverted. Finally, the v2 node is removed The final EDFG
is presented in Fig. 5.3.

4.

Converting LD to EDFG

The compilation process delivers basic items of a language [18]. Subsequent algorithms show systematic
methods of translating those items into an EDFG suitable for hardware mapping.

4.1.

Variables

The variables are declared at the beginning of a network according to IEC61131-3 requirements. For the
purpose of the synthesis process the variables set is divided into three subsets. The variable classification is
based on the signal association to input, output and internal marker areas. The variable reduction procedure
takes into consideration variables membership. Variables associated with input signals are allowed to be
read while value assignment is implied and made from
input signals. Variables associated with outputs and
markers are allowed for read and write access. The
variables associated with markers can be eliminated
when only write access is detected. There are two
possible cases. The first one when a variable is used
as a temporary storage for distributing the value and
the other one when a variable is unused. The unused
variable is distinguished as the only sink for the drivFig. 5: Implementation of node merge (1) and de Morgan’s laws
ing node. Variables associated with output signals and
(2) in DFG with attributed edges.
markers are not allowed to be read without value assignment. The moment of assignment is independent
Thanks to attributed edges similar flexibility is of the read access but must be completed at least once
achieved for arithmetic operations. In the domain of in entire calculation cycle.
arithmetic operations, the subtraction node is replaced
The variable value access implementation assures seby an edge with complement value attribute. It reduces
the set of arithmetic operations to: addition, multipli- quential variable access according to LD description.
cation and division. The figure (Fig. 6) shows the im- In order to satisfy this requirement, a variable current
plementation of the expression: y = a+b−c+d−e and value is accessed by following algorithm.
compares the use of attributed edges for arithmetic opAlgorithm 1: Let the x is a variable that the value
erations. Using a standard approach with separate ad- is going to be read by node v, v
xW R is an assignment
dition and subtraction nodes is shown in Fig. 6.A. Sim- node to the x variable, v
xDRV is the node delivering
ilar result is achieved using attributed edges (Fig. 6.B). value to the variable x. The variable x refers to EDFG
The attributed edges simplify algorithms of operation nodes through the table pointing read and write nodes
merge and constant propagation as shown in Fig. 6.C. (Fig. 7). The v
(if exists) is connected with a diDRV

Fig. 6: Comparison of the general DFG (A) and the EDFG
(B, C).

rected edge with vxW R . The vxRD is a value reading
node of the x variable. Following two cases are possible depending on the value assignment sequence. If
the variable x value is not assigned than the vxW R node
does not exist. The value of the x variable is read by
creating the vxRD node (this notifies that the value is
coming from the previous cycle – e.g. forward coil reference). The vxRD node becomes the argument of the
v node (Fig. 7.1). If the variable x is assigned the vxW R
node exists. The directed edge connects it with driving
node vDRV . The vDRV is used for driving the v node
(Fig. 7.2). The attribute of the edge is inherited. It
should be noticed that this mechanism follows recently
assigned value to the x variable.
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Fig. 7: The variable value access algorithm.

4.2.

nodes that are connected to the vAN D node. The attribute of the edge for variable a is set to a logic inversion for normally closed switch (Fig. 9.2). The vAN D
node assigns value to the y variable. The assignment
is performed according to the algorithm 2.

Nodes

The ladder diagram node merges power flow coming
from multiple sources. It should deliver a logic sum
of all connected signals. A general algorithm that accepts multiple drivers for a node is used. Process starts
from the variable declaration. The variable name is inherited from network node name (automatically gener- Fig. 9: The EDFG switch equivalent.
ated). It is included into a subset of internal signals.
Algorithm 2: Let the x is a variable associated with a
schematic node (junction), vxW R is the x variable value
assignment node, vC is the graph node that is going
to drive the x variable, vP is the node that currently
drives the x variable. There are two possible cases. If
the x variable is not assigned than the vxW R node does
not exist. The vC node is connected with newly created vxW R node (Fig. 8.1). If the x variable is already
assigned then the vxW R node exists. In this situation,
the vOR node is created. Nodes vP and vC are connected to vOR node. The vOR node becomes the only
driver of vxW R (Fig. 8.2). The described algorithm can
be repeated iteratively for nodes with multiple driving
sources.

4.4.

Coils

The coil assigns or reassigns value to a particular variable. Following algorithm is used for obtaining EDFG
from a coil item. This algorithm is adopted to cooperate with remaining compilation algorithms, especially
with variable value access.
Algorithm 4: Let the a is a driving signal, y is the
variable associated with a signal driven by the coil.
The variable value is read according to the algorithm 1
that returns driving node vaD . Returned vaD node is
assigned to the variable y. If a value assignment node
vyW R does not exist it is created and linked with vaD
(Fig. 10.1). If the variable y is already assigned than
the directed edge is reconnected to the recent driving
node (Fig. 10.2). The edge attribute is set according
to the coil type (e.g. inverted coil - Fig. 10.3).

Fig. 8: The iterative conversion of the LD node into equivalent
EDFG.

4.3.

Switches
Fig. 10: The coil compilation scheme.

A switch is a basic component used for creating the
logic AND operation between driving and input signals. The switch is converted into EDFG equivalent
4.5.
Functional Modules
that has been shown in the Fig. 9. The EDFG procedure utilizes two previously described algorithms for
The complex arithmetic or mixed arithmetic-logic
variable access and node driving.
functionality of the controller is implemented with the
Algorithm 3: Let the x is a variable associated with use of functional blocks. In the form of blocks are iman input node, a is a variable driving the switch and plemented timers, counters and arithmetic functions
y is a variable associated with the output node. The [1], [8]. Those blocks are controlled by logic and arithvAN D node is created for considered switch. The value metic signals. All logic signals are connected into ladof the x and a variables are accessed with the use of the der network while numeric variables are referenced by
algorithm 1. The procedure returns respective driving identifiers (names).
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All these blocks perform conditional execution controlled by input logic signals. This implies the conditional execution of arithmetic operations. The EDFG
requires introduction of the conditional selection node
that implement selection and assures parallel operation
execution). The conditional selection node shown in
Fig. 11.1 reflects the high-level synthesis concept based
on EDFG. It enables selection between arguments of
same data type and can be used for flow control in
logic and arithmetic paths. The optimization process
can be separately applied to the data paths and control (selection input) path. The additional optimiza- Fig. 12: The timer ton equivalent sub EDFG.
tion rules are defined for selection nodes. This is important for optimization performed in arithmetic op5.
The EDFG Hardware
erations paths. When considered for logic paths the
conditional node is transformed into multiplexer equaMapping
tion formed from logic nodes. This operation creates
consistent logic EDFG that further can be optimized.
A synthesizable HDL model optimized for an FPGA
target is obtained from described EDFG structure.
The mapping procedure for an EDFG starts from the
optimization process. The EDFG allows for limited
optimization of the logic operations as presented in
chapter 3. After initial operation merge and logic absorption, the Espresso minimization is used. This allows for further reduction of the logic operations and
optimization of unused paths. In the domain of the
Fig. 11: The EDFG conditional selectin node (1) and general arithmetic operation, a constant merge and common
implementation EDFGimplementation of arithmetic subexpression extraction are performed. Finally, mulblocks (2).
tiple argument arithmetic nodes are expanded into a
two argument nodes that can be directly mapped into
The exemplary general arithmetic module is shown
arithmetic modules (adders and multipliers). The exin Fig. 11.2. This block performs calculations condipansion process balances the propagation delay of optionally depending on the enable (en) signal. An aritherations in EDFG paths [12].
metic block is combined into EDFG between source
and sink nodes. Conditional execution of the block
forces an automatic variable implementation. It is
achieved by executing algorithm 1 for the output variable before calling assignment algorithm 4 This variable is responsible for driving output when block is
disabled (en = 0). The optimization procedures of selection nodes allow for eliminating covered by logic condition intermediate nodes. At the block level there are
used two different value assignment procedures. For
logic variables, the algorithm 2 is used while for nu- Fig. 13: The EDFG scheduling and mapping process.
meric variables the algorithm 4 described for coils is
used.
The optimized EDFG is a subject of scheduling. It
The figure (Fig. 12) shows an EDFG implementation can be directly implemented with the use of greedy
of TON timer. This block is delivered in the form of approaches with ALAP or ASAP scheduling methods
sub EDFG that is incorporated into final EDFG during [7]. In contrast to logic operations, arithmetic operthe compilation process. The timer is a specific imple- ations resource requirements are much higher. The
mentation of a counter. It declares a hidden clocking greedy mapping approach will lead to quick resources
signal t that is triggered with time base period. This run out. To overcome this limitation, a scheduling
signal enables counting of the timer unit. It is driven method based on list approach with original operafrom the controller framework created during the im- tion sorting is applied. The operation schedule takes
plementation phase. Similarly to the arithmetic mod- into consideration the operation mobility and local deules, there are declared internal variables responsible pendencies. Scheduled nodes are mapped into a set
for storing elapsed time (et) and timer activity (q).
of arithmetic resources. After operation schedule, the
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register allocation is made with the use of modified left Tab. 1: The FPGA resource usage comparison.
edge algorithm. Schematically EDFG hardware mapDirect
Opt
FPGA
Proj.
ping process is shown in (Fig. 13). There is shown a
[LUT/MUL]
Spartan II
C2
1021/612/schedule result in the form of an EDFG (Fig. 13.1). On
(LUT4)
T8
341/93/the graph are marked: operation start time (c) operSpartan 3
C2
1252/4
717/2
ation end time (t0 ) and last access time to the result
T8
341/93/(LUT4 + MUL)
(t1 ). Obtained mapping reflects the hardware strucSpartan 6
C2
1274/4
598/2
ture shown in Fig. 13.2.
T8
205/95/(LUT6 + DSP)
The mapping procedure optimizes the resource distribution by minimizing the cost of argument multiplexing. Structure of the controller and principles of
its operation are shown schematically in Fig. 14. The
specific EDFG depicts the allocated registers (small
circles) and operations (large circles). The thick line
connecting small circles denotes the variable lifetime.
There are three computation stages. The calculation
process starts from image registers update and internal
variables exchange. After this operation, a calculation
process takes place. The cycle is ended with a result
write back.

The T8 projects demonstrate the idea of resource
sharing with an acceptable increase of response time.
In the case of timers, the flat structure response time
is 2 cycles. For this structure, the algorithm takes
benefits form use of distributed RAMs that allows to
reduce resource requirements about 3.67 times on expense of response time increase. This method is applicable when controller performs other calculation or
performance reduction is acceptable.

6.

Fig. 14: The calculation cycle and its EDFG representation
with marked variable lifetime.

The proposed method of implementation has been
compared with direct EDFG mapping approach. The
result are presented in Tab. 1. There has been selected
3 representative FPGA families that are Spartan II,
Spartan 3 and Spartan 6. The Spartan II and the
Spartan 3 are equipped with 4 input LUTs while the
Spartan 3 is additionally equipped with combinatorial
18x18 multipliers. The Spartan 6 family is equipped
with 6 input LUTs and DSP48A1 units. For illustrating implementation, two representative projects for automatic control have been chosen. The C2 project implements double PID controller with low pass filtering
and hysteresis trigger. The T8 project implements the
cascade of 8 timers controlling time dependant process.
The optimization process can influence the controller
response time by extending calculation time due to resource sharing. In the case of the C2 project there was
used method of resource sharing that prohibits performance loss. This approach presents a non-redundant
greedy assignment accommodated to FPGA architecture sharing. In general, the controller area has been
reduced between 50 % - 60 % of the initial area. There
can be observed a strong reduction of multipliers usage
(50 %).

Gain
[%]
59.9 %
27.2 %
57.2 %
27.2 %
46.9 %
46.3 %

Conclusion

The paper presents entire synthesis process of hardware implemented reconfigurable logic controller from
a ladder diagram to hardware mapping. The paper is
focused on the compilation of the ladder diagram into
an intermediate form suitable for logic synthesis process. As it was presented, chosen intermediate form
and methods of creating it has extremely high impact
on the final result of the synthesis. The author has developed a method of intermediate representation based
on the enhanced data flow graph that utilize attributed
edges. It significantly simplifies the graph construction and processing. The intermediate form is created
from the ladder diagram with the use of presented algorithms. Due to limited space only general overview
of the LD compilation has been described. There are
also developed method of representing arithmetic operations and complex functional blocks like timers and
counters.
The graph representation is well suited for further
processing oriented to FPGA implementation. Finally,
a brief overview of mapping and implementation of
synthesizable HDL description was given. Developed
optimization methods allow to reduce controller size
between 1.66 – 2.13 times without performance loss.
Significant reduction of the controller size (about 3.6
times) is observed for implementation where specific
features of FPGAs are used and little performance loss
is acceptable.
Presented algorithms belong to originally developed
a hardware PLC synthesis tool capable of synthesizing custom hardware implementation from LD, IL and
SFC [11], [12]. The compilation and synthesis tool is
subject of ongoing research and development. It is
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planned to extend arithmetic support to floating point
numbers and improving scheduling and mapping processes.
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